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Introduction

Agile Teams have been widely successful – both in its base of software development, but also across
industries and types of projects. It’s been reported that more than 71% of US companies use Agile in
some capacity, and Agile projects are 30% more likely to be successful than waterfall projects. Core
to this success is the avoidance of long timelines, intrusive tollgates, a lack of transparency, and a
removed focus that accompany waterfall development by utilizing the Agile Team – a self-forming
team of up to 10 cross-function specialists who focus on the iterative production of concrete, tangible
results (“product increment”) for their company and clients.

Agile successes weren’t universal. One notable deficiency was the limitation of a ten-person team,
which meant Agile was incompatible with larger projects, drastically reducing its utility. The solution
came in 2011 with the release of the Scaled Agile Framework, or SAFe. SAFe allows the merger of
Agile principles with large-scale, complex development. The core values when implementing SAFe
are Alignment, Built-in Quality, Transparency, and Program Execution, all of which are supported by
strong leadership teams to ensure both SAFe and Agile core value compliance. Through these
values, SAFe and Agile can successfully guide teams to produce consistent, incremental value
creation, while being relatively immune to the ever-evolving business requirements and shifting
demands that often prove fatal for waterfall projects.

This paper will focus on benefits and learnings in the application of SAFe through the lens of SAFe’s
Core Values to the development, implementation, and deployment in a recent project that involved a
novel software solution.



A project tailor made for SAFe delivery...
The overarching program was established to develop, implement, and deploy a novel software tool across
an oil and gas supermajor’s global operations. This tool would standardize and streamline cost
management across the organization, taking end users out of offline spreadsheets and move them into a
centralized, user-friendly, reporting enabled application that could create more efficiency and transparency
for anyone managing cost. Program leadership wanted to utilize Agile principles to leverage the flexibility
that Agile’s responsive, iterative value-driven approach would provide to a custom-made software
development and rollout. While Agile itself does not provide the framework for such a large endeavor,
SAFe’s additional enterprise-level layer provided leadership with the foundation for which they were
looking. As a result, leadership formed the Project Team (or in SAFe terminology - an Agile Release
Train, or ART, led by a Release Train Engineer, System Architect, and Product Management) spanning 8
sub-programs each with multiple scrum teams (Product Owner, Scrum Master, and Developers) in
conformance with SAFe. Throughout the multi-year process of the Program, several benefits of SAFe
were revealed as well as learnings when SAFe compliance waned. A few examples of each will be
discussed in turn.
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Reaping the rewards of following SAFe
SAFe excels when creating custom solutions: SAFe is not recommended in every situation. When rolling 
out a giant program – both in terms of time and financial investment – it’s imperative the method of 
implementation aligns with the overarching goals and strategy of the program. Here, the Program involved 
multiple overlapping teams that dealt with varying projects like software development, change 
management, technical support, and end-user training. Inherent in this Program was the need to adapt to 
lessons learned, new dependencies, and the evolving business requirements of both the company and 
industry. A waterfall approach would have been too rigid to respond to these evolutions resulting in budget 
overruns and project delays. Likewise, utilizing many independent Agile teams would have created an 
alignment nightmare raising the same issues. SAFe’s enterprise-wide agility provided the perfect structure 
and ideology to make this Program a success.



Leadership drives SAFe alignment, which drives value: The 4 Core Values of SAFe are all underpinned 
by the need for stronger leadership to align SAFe values and principles with the creation of value. After 
deciding to run the Program via SAFe, leadership – which originally involved about ten senior managers 
in different groups and functions – worked hard to understand the requirements of SAFe and push 
education and compliance to their respective teams. Additionally, throughout the Program, leadership 
remained engaged and proactive in pushing compliance and working together to remain aligned towards 
the Program goal. This structure and engaged leadership helped build a culture centered on SAFe, 
reprogramming waterfall mindsets to instead focus on incremental value creation – an imperative for 
success of the Program.

SAFe and Agile events provide necessary structure: SAFe outlines that program increments (what the 
Program referred to as Super Sprints) should last between two to three months. Each Program 
Increment begins with a multi-day Planning event to align all the ART on the shared mission and vision 
of the program. After Planning, Agile teams would then work as normal, producing product increments 
over two or three-week sprints (or what SAFe calls “iterations”). The Program conformed strictly to 
SAFe’s organization, which not only drove alignment and transparency behind the strong leadership of 
the Product Manager and Release Train Engineer (SAFe’s Product Owner and Scrum Master, 
respectively), but established a regular and predictable cadence that structured the underlying Agile 
Teams. This structure made the transition into SAFe and Agile easier for team members, allowing them 
to focus on value creation, while also providing forums for discussion, collaboration, and improvement.

Lessons learned

Don’t forget Agile principles in light of SAFe: SAFe and Agile are separate, but interdependent 
frameworks. SAFe simply provides the framework to bring together numerous Agile Teams behind a 
Program Increment Objective. This higher-level view helps compartmentalize the larger ART’s 
objectives. Yet, with a higher-level Program Increment Objective, several Agile Teams fell into a 
waterfall mentality – attacking the Program Increment Objectives and abandoning their sprint-by-sprint 
incremental value creation. These Agile Teams ended up sacrificing the incremental value creation and 
built-in quality core to SAFe, which ultimately required additional time to cure these errors.

Competing incentives inhibit SAFe execution: Agile’s incremental value delivery ensures teams can 
pivot to evolving needs. Inherent in this flexibility is the inability to hold an Agile Team to a drop-dead 
deadline for product delivery. Any such deadline would force the Agile Team to look beyond incremental 
value creation and focus on a definite point in time, effectively building backwards to the present to meet 
the deadline. This converts Agile into waterfall. While the Program’s leadership were committed to a 
SAFe deployment, certain individuals within the ART made promises of delivery to others – both within 
and without the ART – without input from ART leadership or affected developers. These promises 
created a conflict of interest for affected developers: obey your managers or comply with SAFe 
programming. In these Agile Teams, alignment and transparency were destroyed, leading to the 
addition of user stories not focused on creating actual value and several sprints of lost time.
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Beware long-term Agile attrition: The Program was a multi-year program, where some Agile Teams 
were involved from start to finish. Over time, the daily, weekly, and monthly grind brought a level of 
monotony to the Program that resulted in cutting corners in certain SAFe and Scrum events. The most 
poignant example was the phaseout of the Innovation and Planning Iteration (IP Iteration). The IP 
Iteration is a sprint-long event, where developers can elevate themselves out of the weeds, work on 
professional development, and discover innovative ways to overcome impediments. A key component of 
the IP Iteration is the Inspect and Adapt (I&A) event, where the ART evaluates developed solutions and 
workshops ways to accomplish future solutions in better ways. The Program watered the IP Iteration 
down to only the Program Increment Planning session. This attacked all four core values of SAFe. By 
skipping I&A, there was no transparency for Agile Teams to verify alignment. Core dependencies were 
missed resulting in rework and delays, which had a snowball effect for interdependent teams. 
Additionally, there was no longer a forum to demonstrate built-in quality and conformance with program 
execution. For one team, this resulted in the development of a tool that was completely incompatible 
with certain necessary business-level processes. Ultimately, relaxed compliance with SAFe over time 
resulted in impediments that likely would have otherwise not occurred.

What to keep in mind for your SAFe deployment

This global, multi-year deployment using SAFe revealed several things to keep in mind when employing 
SAFe.
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Our recommendations
SAFe and Agile Process recommendations

• Be wary of hybrid SAFe and Agile delivery: SAFe and Agile are integrated frameworks on a specific

way to work. Failing to completely buy-in to SAFe and Agile will lead to competing priorities in your

hybrid delivery, and, inevitably, rework and unnecessary delay of your value creation.

• Institutional and leadership buy-in: Leadership buy-in is imperative for project success. Despite the

growing use of Agile and SAFe, many managers still think of projects in a waterfall method. Without

leadership buy-in, conflicting priorities will arise, which will distract the ART and Scrum Teams from

the desired goal: value creation.

• Agile and SAFe events are purposeful: Some of the events might seem unnecessary, or it might

seem reasonable to compromise on them at times, but that leads to the complacency. This

complacency forms the predicate for numerous issues such as lack of effective collaboration or

awareness of dependencies, which allow the ART or Scrum Team’s collective focus to stray from

value creation, delaying or otherwise harming delivery.

SAFe and Agile Role-Specific recommendations

• Developer: Remember that scrum-related events are unchanged when layered with SAFe. It’s easy to

look beyond immediate work towards Program Increment Objectives, but do not get distracted.

Remain focused on iterative value creation and work with the product owner to set up a path of

success to accomplish all goals.

• Scrum Master: Help drive accountability and compliance with agile principles, so teams don’t cut

corners, and coordinate with other scrum teams while working to remove roadblocks for your squads

and ensuring your scaled group has planned, reasonable workloads.

• Product Owner: Remain a proactive link between the ART and the agile team. The product owner

helps organize the agile team’s backlog to accomplish the Program Increment Objectives by ensuring

priorities are clearly defined.
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advantage. To see our ideas in action, or to join a new type of consulting firm, visit us at 
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